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Introduction
Atmel’s AT94K FPSLIC™ integrates an FPGA with the AVR® 8-bit RISC processor.
The communication between the AVR and the FPGA is using either 16 I/O locations or
the Internal Dual-port RAM which is accessible both from the FPGA and the AVR. The
16 I/O locations are mapped into 4 windows of 4 I/O locations and only a single win-
dow is active at one time. This application note describes how to expand the number
of I/O locations using a “linked” enable signal. All I/O registers are accessed using a
linked list technique where the AVR first has to select the list, enabling the first entry.
When an entry is accessed, the next entry in the list is automatically enabled after-
wards. Thus a single chip select can be used to access a large number of I/O
locations.

Description
The FPSLIC has five I/O locations which are used to access the I/O Area: the FISCR
location is used to select the I/O window, and the 4 FISUx locations (x ∈{A,B,C,D})
are used to generate 4 out of 16 chip selects (FIOSELn), see Table 1.

A peripheral using more than 4 I/O locations will suffer from an increased complexity
in the driver if a direct mapping is used. In this mode, each I/O location is connected to
one of the 16 chip selects. Since the I/O locations do not fit into a single window, the
programmer has to maintain knowledge of the current value of the FISCR register to
avoid writing to the wrong I/O window. When interrupts are introduced, the complexity
level is even higher.

One way of handling the problem is to use a decoded internal address register. One
I/O location is reserved for this purpose and whenever an internal register is to be
accessed, its address must first be written to the address register. The drawback of
this approach is that extra logic is needed and that two I/O cycles are always needed
whenever a location is accessed, unless the same location is accessed twice. When
interrupt routines are using the FPGA peripherals, the contents of the address register
also need to be saved before use and restored afterwards. A software stack needs to
be maintained, and the handling of the software stack must run with interrupts dis-
abled, further adding to the overhead.

Table 1. FISUx Locations

FISCR 00 01 02 03

FISUA FIOSEL0 FIOSEL1 FIOSEL2 FIOSEL3

FISUB FIOSEL4 FIOSEL5 FIOSEL6 FIOSEL7

FISUC FIOSEL8 FIOSEL9 FIOSEL10 FIOSEL11

FISUD FIOSEL12 FIOSEL13 FIOSEL14 FIOSEL15
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The proposed approach implements the chip selects to each I/O location in multiple
linked lists. Two I/O locations are again used, where the first is used to select which list,
and the second is used to access the current entry in the list.

Thus no I/O location is accessible until a list has been selected. When the list has been
selected, only the first entry in the list is immediately accessible. Accessing the current
I/O location enables the next entry in the list, so the next access to the same I/O location
will access the second entry in the list and so on.

Figure 1 shows how three linked lists can be accessed. The second list is a little bit spe-
cial since it will select the third list automatically after the list has been exhausted. The
approach is especially useful if multiple 16-, 24- or 32-bit registers are present in the
FPGA.

Figure 1. Access to Three Linked Lists

The key addition to an I/O register is the “chip select out” signal. In the process block
below, the register will be updated if both the “chip select in” and the write strobe are
enabled. If the register is enabled, then the “chip select out” signal will be asserted at the
same time.

if(RESET_Z = '0') then

DATA(WIDTH-1 downto 0) <= (others => '0');

CSO<= '0';

elsif(RISING_EDGE(CLOCK)) then

if(WRITE = '1') then

if(CSI = '1') then

DATA(WIDTH-1 downto 0) <= DBUS(WIDTH-1 downto 0);

CSO<= '1';

else

CSO<= '0';

end if;

end if;

end if;

FISUA FISUB
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Expanding the FPSLIC I/O Area

Design Example The enclosed VHDL® design example implements an interface to an external 16-bit

memory bus with 24-bit addressing and two chip selects. This is an excellent opportunity
to use the proposed approach.

The design contains three registers: a 24-bit address register using three 8-bit locations
(A0,A1,A2), a 16-bit data register using two 8-bit locations (D0,D1), and an 8-bit control
register using a single 8 bit location (C0).

The design requires the AVR to set up the registers and write another byte, starting a
state machine which handles the memory interface timing.

Two lists are used, mainly for optimizing the driver for the read access. The first list con-
tains all the registers in the following order (D0,D1,A0,A1,A2,C0) and is used to write
data. The second list does not contain the data register, so the order becomes
(A0,A1,A2,C0). Data is read using direct mapped chip selects.

The sequence to write data to the external memory becomes:

FISUA = DATA_CHAIN; // Select the data register chain

FISUB = (data & 0xFF); // Write lower byte to data holding register

FISUB = (data >> 8) & 0xFF; // Write upper byte to data holding register

FISUB = (address & 0xFF); // Write lower byte to address holding register

FISUB = (address >> 8) & 0xFF; // Write mid byte to address holding register

FISUB = (address >> 16) & 0xFF; // Write upper byte to address holding register

FISUB = (WRL_Z | WRH_Z | CS1_Z);// Write to Control register

FISUB = (WRL_Z | WRH_Z | CS1_Z);// Start Write (data unimportant)

Thus only two I/O locations are used.

The sequence to read from the external memory does not use the data register chain,
reducing the latency. The read state machine relies on the processor to generate wait
states by inserting extra instructions between the start of the read cycle and the actual
read. While these instructions write to FISUB, there is actually nothing reacting to the
writing, and data is chosen to be the same as the previous write just to save code (it is
already loaded to a register, so each C line maps to a single assembly line).

FISUA = ADDRESS_CHAIN; // Select the address register chain

FISUB = (address >> 0) & 0xFF;

FISUB = (address >> 8) & 0xFF;

FISUB = (address >> 16)& 0xFF;

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // Write to control register

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // Start read (data unimportant)

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // wait (data unimportant)

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // wait (data unimportant)

c = FISUC; // Read lower byte

return ((FISUD << 8) | c); // Read upper byte and merge

The state machine controlling the read will maintain the read strobe and the chip select
to the external memory active until it detects that the CPU has accessed FISUD.
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The current read design uses all four locations (also FISUC and FISUD) to show that a
combination of a linked list and normal is possible. It would be possible to have yet
another list where the read target is changed.

FISUA = ADDRESS_CHAIN; // Select the address register chain

FISUB = (address >> 0) & 0xFF;

FISUB = (address >> 8) & 0xFF;

FISUB = (address >> 16)& 0xFF;

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // Write to control register

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // Start read (data unimportant)

FISUB = (RD_Z | CS0_Z); // wait (data unimportant)

FISUA = DATA_READ; // wait (data unimportant)

c = FISUB; // Read lower byte

return ((FISUB << 8) | c); // Read upper byte and merge

This is not implemented in the VHDL code, but it does not present any difficulty.
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